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Evaluation

So you’ve got to the end of your campaign: what do

you do now? As any effective campaigner knows,

campaigning has no end! Just take a look at the

campaigns cycle – you end up right back at the

beginning. Why? Well, first you need to ask yourself

two questions:

1) how do you know you’ve achieved your aim and
made an impact?

2) if you have achieved your aim, by how much? If you
haven’t achieved your aim, by how much?

Then: 

• Create another campaign. Go back to analysing the
issue – you may need to campaign on the same
issue if you haven’t achieved your aim, or if you
have achieved your aim, you may need to campaign
to ensure whatever you’ve campaigned for is
implemented in practice.

• There are always more things to campaign on,
which you will find out when you go back to the
beginning! 

But here we’re going to take a look at the first two
questions. Just to recap:

• monitoring is tracking progress throughout your
campaign to your intended aim and impact (having
clear indicators is a good way to do this)

• evaluation is reflecting on and assessing your
progress at given points during a campaign and at
the end – looking at what impact you’ve made and
what lessons you can learn.

You should already have laid out some indicators to
help you in both monitoring and evaluation (see
Section B); to assist you in tracking your progress
towards achieving your aim and making an impact.
These will be invaluable when you reach the end of
your campaign and look over the data you have
collected. You might have a table like this one below
which you may have come across in Section B (using
the NUS Hidden Course Costs campaign as an
example):

By impact, we mean the real difference made to
student’s lives. If your evaluation just focuses on

Outcomes Indicator Target How to gather data

All essential costs are
absorbed by the institution

Students perceive a drop
in course costs

Departments absorb costs
of printing, travel and
materials

Annual students’ union
survey of students, plus
interviews with students

All course costs are fully
transparent

Council discuss issue and
vice-chancellor
commitment

Policy passed on making
costs transparent

Policy published – obtain
copy of policy

Financial support for
students where costs
cannot be absorbed

Policy passed at the
dean’s committees of all
Schools

Schools to provide means-
tested support for field
trips and sporting
equipment

Minutes from dean’s
committee and interviews
with students

Students are better able to
pursue studies and are
less financially constrained

More students completing
studies and on average
better off financially

Percentage of students
complete studies and
report no essential course
expenses to pay

Annual students’ union
survey of students, plus
interviews with students

>
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reflecting on the achievement of your objectives, for
example a change achieved in the policies of your
university/college or local council, you will never know
whether your campaign has made a difference to
students’ lives.

It is crucial to embed evaluation within your campaigns
strategy – remember your impact chain and/or Theory
of Change. Whatever model you use, be sure to have a
clear idea about what your aim and ultimate impact is,
then what outcomes are needed to achieve it, what
outputs are needed to achieve your outcomes, what
activities are needed to achieve your outputs and what
inputs are needed for your campaign. If you have this
worked out, evaluating impact becomes a lot easier.

As you’ve no doubt found out, change isn’t a linear
process, and doing a Theory of Change map can
really help you build a wider and deeper picture of how
to achieve your aims. Alternatively, something like the
impact chain will help you in planning and evaluation,

as long as you recognise that you need to combine it
with the other stages in the campaigns cycle and that it
is intended as a flexible, working document to guide
you.

If you think that you don’t have the time, resources and
money for evaluation at the start of your campaign,
then start thinking again. If you don’t evaluate your
campaign, you will never really know whether you have
succeeded or failed and your future ability to
campaign will be hindered. 

Evaluation doesn’t have to be long documents of text.
Why not use photos and video to capture what
happened in your campaign and combine it with text?

• you could get your campaign team to create a video
diary of your campaign

• encourage your supporters and activists to take
photos and make videos for the campaign, and use
these to record activity.

PhotoVoice

PhotoVoice’s mission is to build skills within disadvantaged and marginalised communities
using innovative participatory photography and digital storytelling methods – to empower

people to create change.

16 December 2011 marked 20 years since the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) was formally
adopted by the UK. Throughout 2011 PhotoVoice, in partnership with Action for Children, worked with young people
all around the UK in order to gather their thoughts and experiences on the relevance and importance of child rights to
their lives.

The project resulted in an online resource (www.rightscamerasaction.org.uk) and a booklet to be used in
classrooms, as well as workshops with young people from diverse backgrounds, throughout the UK. The
workshops introduced participants to photography and digital storytelling, in order for them to create change.

Why not involve your supporters in using a range of media both to campaign and to record their campaigning
activities? Check out www.photovoice.org for more information.

Caption from left to right:

‘I was trying to find things that represent

identity. People make choices,

expressing their individuality, for

example, about a haircut which might

make them look out of the ordinary.

Only when I looked back at the picture

did I notice the sign saying Asia, Africa,

World.’ Emmanuelle, Rights Camera

Action participant

‘If we didn’t have a home someone

could steal us they could kill us!’ 

Warren, Rights Camera Action

participant

http://www.unicef.org/crc/
http://www.rightscamerasaction.org.uk/
http://www.photovoice.org/
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A simple evaluation framework can help you measure
your campaign success by looking at four stages: 

Too many campaigners judge their campaign on their
processes and outputs, not on the impact they have
had. 

It’s not “We produced a well-researched report”,

It’s “1,000 students downloaded our report”.

It’s not “We met with local councillors”,

It’s “50 councillors agreed to write to the local MP

about the issue”. 

More often that not, many of your colleagues will tell
you, “We don’t have time to evaluate.” Students’
unions work tirelessly for students throughout the year.
However, to be effective campaigning organisations,
evaluation needs to be a key part of the campaign
cycle.

Evaluation is a key process of any campaign, as it
helps you to:

• demonstrate the value of the students’ union to your
members.

• learn from your mistakes and avoid them next time.

• document learning points from your campaign to
share with others.

17a Lessons learned

Campaigns often suffer from a few key drawbacks, not
least having an unclear focus or poor monitoring and
evaluation. When reflecting on the progress of your
campaign, a simple table like the one on the next page
can help you tease out what went wrong and ways to
overcome these challenges for your future
campaigning.

17b Key drivers

After you have reflected on what impact you have
made, the next step is to build on your success or
failure by anticipating future trends. Consider what the
key challenges were to your campaign and what
lessons you have learned, and think about what
factors may help or hinder your future campaigning 
– both external to your organisation and internal. 
The table on the next page can help you in plotting 
key drivers.

Evaluation

Stage Output
Intended

impact

Unintended

impact

Awareness Output
achieved
yes/no

Output
achieved
yes/no

What was the
unintended
impact? 

Alignment Output
achieved
yes/no

Output
achieved
yes/no

What was the
unintended
impact? 

Engagement Output
achieved
yes/no

Output
achieved
yes/no

What was the
unintended
impact? 

Action Output
achieved
yes/no

Output
achieved
yes/no

What was the
unintended
impact? 

>
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What went wrong Lessons to learn

Overly optimistic original analysis about the level of
support or the level of pressure that could be applied to
decision-makers 

Test out the results of analysis and key messages early
on in the campaign cycle to see how target audiences
react

Solutions were unclear, unaffordable or could not easily
be implemented

Use tools such as those described in Section A to break
down problems and create solutions (e.g. page 15)

The campaign was well informed but, given the scale of
the challenge, how long change would take was
underestimated

Be realistic about how long it takes to build support.
Does change involve running a series of different types
of campaigns to get there?

Opposition was far stronger or more wide-ranging than
expected

Conduct PEST and SWOT analyses to map out the
environment in which you will campaign. Conduct a
stakeholder analysis to determine who will be affected
by the campaign and base your strategy on these
analyses

How could key drivers affect your campaign? 1

Internal External

Your key
drivers

Users
and
their
needs

Funders
and their
priorities

Relationships and
influence (media,
policymakers and
other players, etc.)

Workforce
(paid,
volunteer and
trustees)

Your
organisation’s
work (services
and activities)

Governance,
including
accountability
and evaluation

Driver One

Driver Two

Etc.
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Evaluation

Coming Clean: hidden course costs at Warwick

When NUS announced the week of action, Warwick
Students’ Union decided they wanted to tie it in with
existing research they were doing for the Pound in
Your Pocket project. This would give them a wider
understanding of living costs faced by students and
a visual campaign that students could get involved in.

The central tactic of the campaign was the use of a
cage, which they placed around the University of
Warwick campus, inviting students to pose inside
for photographs, holding ‘hidden costs’ receipts.
They publicised the information offline and online,
engaging students via social media and in person.
They also used the NUS hidden costs website
totaliser, which enabled students to submit their
annual ‘hidden costs’. The totaliser revealed over
£43,000 in hidden costs faced by students each year.

Students wrote 50 letters to local MPs and seven
MPs were directly lobbied in parliament. At the time
of writing, the union is now combining all the data –
costs receipts, photographs and lobbying results –
to engage the university management, monitor
activity and create a picture of hidden costs. 

What key issues are there in evaluating the impact

of this campaign?

• …………………………………………………….....

• ……………………………………………………….

• …………………………………………………….....

Hidden Course Costs receipts

http://www.nus.org.uk/en/campaigns/funding-our-future/the-pound-in-your-pocket/
http://www.nus.org.uk/en/campaigns/funding-our-future/the-pound-in-your-pocket/
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Theory of Change

If you have used the Theory of Change in planning

your campaign, the evaluation stage is critical to the

model – it enables you to measure the contribution

of each stage of the campaign, rather than worrying

about overall attribution of a campaign to a specific

situation. The latter is sometimes the case if you use

the impact chain – it just depends on what is the best

model/approach for you. Take a look at Section A to

remind yourself of the evaluation stage in Theory of

Change. 



>

>

19. challenges

to evaluation
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At the beginning of the guide we mentioned that

there is no one way to achieve change. Change can

be complex, which is why it’s necessary to think

about how you can effect it. This is the case whether

you’re aiming for a minimum turnaround period for

feedback on written assessments in one institution,

or the establishment of a graduate tax instead of the

current system of tuition fees to fund higher

education in the UK.

In campaigning, it is often impossible to know with
certainty a process of cause and effect linking your
particular campaign actions definitively to policy,
behaviour or institutional changes. Change often
happens incrementally and can be reversed. What
then is the point in everything we have been asking
you to do?

There are usually a range of actors and factors
shaping events, while impact – the difference made to
students’ lives, can sometimes only be understood
with any significance in hindsight. But don’t worry,
what we can find out is how much your campaign
contributed to change – and this is where good
evaluation comes in.

Think about evaluation as the sum of a range of
perspectives from different sources. It doesn’t need to
be top-down or a tick-box exercise: involve your
supporters and beneficiaries in the process at key
stages in your campaign and at the end. This is called
participatory monitoring – it can ensure a more
holistic and robust evaluation process as you will be
gathering evidence from a range of sources and
perspectives. 

Participatory monitoring can involve regular focus
groups and meetings with stakeholders, as well as
interviews with key supporters, beneficiaries and
campaigners. If you combine this with other
techniques, such as those suggested in the    
monitoring section – for example surveys as well as
benchmarking before and after your campaigning –
you will have a robust evidence-gathering process. You
will also be able to deepen your engagement with your
membership, giving them avenues for involvement.

What evidence you gather, as we mentioned earlier,
depends on what you want to find out.

Evaluation doesn’t have to be complicated. You 
should make it robust but use a framework as light as
possible – integrate it with your workload. Some key
principles, taken from the NCVO publication ‘Is your
campaign making a difference?’ are:

Some information is better than none

It is better to gather some information than none,
which will help you in increasing learning and
accountability – ‘It’s not the purity of the process that’s
most important, it’s the quality of the thinking.’2

Measure the right things

This depends on what you want to know. Look at your
campaign strategy – what types of information do you
need to gather to know you have achieved your
outcomes and impact? Involve front-line campaigners
– students’ union staff, officers, students – to ensure
the information is timely and relevant. Include open-
ended questions to capture more information – you
may need to be flexible as change can be
unpredictable.

Establish the link to action

If the information is not useful to the people being
asked to collect it, your evaluation system may fail to
capture anything at all. To evaluate well, it needs to
start from the beginning of your campaign and be a
process of action – reflection – action. Organisational
learning needs to be at the heart of what you do, so
you can change and adapt – become more effective
and innovative. 

Create a learning culture

This requires leadership from within your students’
union and a commitment to critical thinking and
reflection on quite a radical level. It’s good to have
clear roles and responsibilities in evaluation. Make
sure there is someone with responsibility for ensuring
information is gathered and there is time for reflection
in the day-to-day running of your campaign – a
responsibility which could be merged with existing roles. 

Challenges to Evaluation
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Create a campaigning

culture

Why do campaigns fail to achieve change? If you’ve
reached this stage in the guide you should have a fairly
good idea of what is necessary for a campaign to be
effective. Your evaluation may however indicate that a
level of organisational change needs to take place in
your students’ union in order for effective campaigning
practice to be properly embedded in your work. 

The following are three possible reasons as to why
your campaigns may fail…

• People are not applying the strategy (e.g. lack of
appropriate skills)

• The strategy is the problem (e.g. inappropriate for
your campaign)

• The culture is the problem (e.g. too little
commitment to your campaign aims from your
organisation’s leadership)

If you have created a Theory of Change, you should
have examined your capacity to achieve change,
which should give you an understanding of what
aspects of your organisation may need addressing for
your campaign to be effective, as well as how to tweak
your campaign to suit your organisation:

• does your organisation articulate campaign aims
with the support of its leadership?

• do you regularly monitor the external environment
for campaigning opportunities and are you always
ready to respond?

• is information on campaigning shared well
throughout your organisation?

• what skills do you need to make your campaign a
success?

Once you have an idea of your capacity, it is worth
considering what type of culture your organisation has.
But what is organisational culture? Roger Harrison,
personnel researcher and consultant to manufacturing

>
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Global Witness  

Global Witness  – a campaign to ensure Sudan’s

oil revenues are used to help maintain peace and

prevent conflict.

The campaign involved research into oil extraction in
Sudan (resulting in a briefing), which the campaign
used to engage decision-makers in governments
and finance institutions worldwide.

The campaign evaluation involved self-assessment
by campaigners, which was then reviewed by the
campaigns director and scrutinised by Global
Witness’s senior management alongside wider
campaign objectives.

Overall, the campaign aimed to influence South
Sudan’s petroleum policy and its implementation –
key to this was ensuring an audit into oil revenues
was drafted and supported, and a degree of
awareness about the issue was raised among key
stakeholders. However, continual monitoring was
thought necessary to ensure the final objectives
were achieved (e.g. that an audit was carried out),
as there was some frustration with the rate of change.

The campaign was able to contribute to building 

a learning culture by:

• reviewing findings and progress with
campaigners

• encouraging staff to gather contributions as they
go along

• organisation-wide presentation following each
round of assessments

• end-of-year internal report and external annual
review to explain a timeline of activities leading to
outputs, outcomes and impact.

Key issues to take away: gather contributions as
you go along, keep a light-touch evaluation, ensure
someone neutral checks it, and build a picture of
the consequences of your work!

>

http://www.globalwitness.org/
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companies in the United States in the 1950s argued
that the behaviour of employees is connected to an
organisation’s ideology – which includes goals and
values. Harrison and others conducted a series of
studies which found that companies often welcomed
changes to the way they worked due to ideological,
rather than instrumental reasons. So an organisation
may involve employees in decision-making because it
resolves a dilemma between the personal values of
managers (e.g. a belief in participation) and the
organisation’s ideology (e.g. to make a profit), rather
than because it may increase the effectiveness of a
particular project.3

To help you on your way to deciding what type of
culture your organisation has, the research Harrison
conducted revealed four key organisational types
which are worth keeping in mind, though each are
extreme cases and your students’ union will probably
fit into a couple or a few: where does your union fit?

Once you have an idea of what type of culture your
organisation has, you should be able to adapt your
Theory of Change and/or your campaign strategy to
address it if need be. Though this guide isn’t strictly a
guide to organisational change, the principles of
effective campaigning and the campaigns cycle as
illustrated through the stages in this guide should
provide you with an excellent basis to understand and

change your organisation, if that is necessary, to
become effective in campaigning, beyond applying the
stages of this guide.

As a quick reference to guide your efforts to change
your organisation’s culture, why not take a look at this
model developed by US management consultant and
Harvard Professor John Kotter? It was originally
developed for businesses, but has been found useful
by charities and non-profits:4

Challenges to Evaluation

Write down some examples of these types of

cultures

Power: Strong central figures in ‘clubs’ or like-minded
people, e.g. sports clubs

Role: Impersonal roles guided by formal systems,
procedures etc, e.g. large, government
departments

Task: Flexible groups geared to task achievement,
e.g. project teams

Personal: Emphasis on individual interests and
developments, e.g. solicitors & doctors’ practices

Step Implication and Action

1 – Establish a sense of

urgency

Make sure that the key
stakeholders are aware
that there is a problem
and that they agree on
what it is.

2 – Create the guiding

coalition

This might involve a small
change team, a mix of
officers and staff, or
everyone – you need to
be clear on a change
mandate.

3 – Develop a vision

and strategy

Think back to Section A
of this guide, what are
your solutions to the
problem and what steps
will you take to achieve it?

4 – Communicate the

change vision

Be constant and
consistent in your
communication of the
vision to key stakeholders
– where do you want to
get to and how will you
do it?

5 – Empower 

broad-based action

Further than the guiding
coalition, you’ll need
small groups and
individuals – student
societies, course reps,
your trustee board etc.

>



To help you think about culture a little more, here are
some signs of a culture in trouble:

• no clear beliefs or values about how to succeed

• many beliefs in the organisation, none of which can
be agreed upon 

• different parts of the organisation work in silos and
not together

• the heroes of the culture are destructive or
disruptive (e.g. the leadership of the organisation or
individuals valued by the organisation)

• rituals of daily life are either disorganised or
downright contradictory (e.g. no clear work plans
and/or roles and responsibilities)

Similar to the principles of effective campaigning, an
effective organisational culture should have some

key characteristics, some of these could be:

• a bias for action and risk-taking (look for
opportunities to campaign)

• stick to your strengths (ensure your campaigns
emphasise your strengths as an organisation – e.g.
the power of your members)

• get close to your members (involve them in your
campaigns)

• be efficient and get leaner (if you campaign
effectively the impact of your campaigns should
outweigh your inputs)

• add value through people (ensure staff, officers and
students have the opportunity to contribute to
making your campaigns a success) 

• have clear, achievable objectives (focus on what
you want to change and how, to guide your strategy
and ensure you create an impact)

>

>
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Step Implication and Action

6 – Generate short-term

wins

To inspire long-term
support you need short-
term successes – e.g.
some key campaign
outputs or an outcome
achieved.

7 – Consolidate gains

and produce more

change

Keep momentum going
by achieving more key
wins and communicating
your vision for change –
more people should
support your goals as a
result.

8 – Anchor new

approaches in the

culture

Find symbolic and
practical ways to ensure
the change you want is
so deeply rooted that
there is no chance of
things rolling back.
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20. shout about

your impact



So what has your students’ union done this year?

Maybe you’ve saved the university’s physics

department or a local bus route from closure. If so,

shout about it! If you don’t celebrate your success

and let your members know, you can’t reflect on the

importance of what you have achieved and you

won’t be able to ensure people know what you have

achieved. If students can see the impact they have

made, this will likely encourage them to keep

engaged and for other students to involve

themselves in your future campaigning.

Why not consider:

• Joining up with others who helped with the victory
and share your success. If your local MP helped you
win the campaign, put a picture of them on your
website to help build your relationship. 

• Using your website to publicise your campaign
successes.

• Photos, photos, photos – activists love to see
themselves and people they know campaigning.
Take loads of photos and get them online.

• Using your union Twitter and Facebook accounts to
tell the world.

• Publicising your successes in the students’ union.
Demonstrate the value of your union to your
members.

• Writing a summary of the campaign: what it was
about, the impact you had and what you learned.
NUS would love to hear from you and showcase
your campaign.

>

>
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Whether your campaign has been a success or

failure, it is important to remember that your work

might not be over. Governments change, leaders

move on, legislation can be changed, policy

sidelined, people change their minds, and public

attitudes and behaviour alter.

If you’ve won: don’t get complacent. Keep an eye on
progress. Remember: your opponents may be
campaigning to reverse the decision. If so, how will
you counter this threat? 

If you’ve lost: it doesn’t mean your issue was not
worthwhile. Perhaps conditions were not right at the
time. Look at when in the future you could have more
chance of success. This could be in a different political
environment, when the economy is more stable or
when relationships and partnerships have been
developed.

What does it mean to win? If you have a clear strategy,
including a specific aim and desired impact, with a
robust evaluation process, then you should be able to
gauge whether you have achieved what you wanted to
achieve. Assessing impact – whether a difference has
been made in student’s lives – is often a long-term
question. Campaigning never stops – you may have
achieved your aim, but there is no let-up. It is one thing
to create change; it is another to ensure change is
implemented and not reversed. 

This is why evaluation and strategy are so important,
as well as creating a campaigning culture in your
students’ union. The crucial issue is to ensure there is
a cyclical process of action – reflection – action, so
that your campaigning becomes self-reflective. 

It is important that your membership and other
stakeholders are able to take part in evaluation, so that
you can gain a range of perspectives – especially
those that your campaigning aims to help. So long as
you have clear thinking and a robust strategy
underpinning it, defining what you need to find out and
achieve, it should be less difficult to fit the rest of the
pieces into place. 

Action:

During your campaign planning stage, ask yourself the
following questions:

1. What happens if we win? What do we need to do

to ensure that the decision-makers stick to their

word?

2. If we lose, do we forget the issue or do we plan to

re-launch at a later date?

Remember the campaigns cycle – after evaluation you
can go back to analysing the issue. The campaigns
cycle is a cycle precisely because campaigning is a
continuous process – one issue leads to another, a
campaign loss may in retrospect have successful or
‘winning’ elements, and vice-versa. It is crucial to think
of campaigns with specific aims as one cycle, but not
to end at ‘the end’. 

The campaigns cycle

Question what it means to win or lose. Involve your
membership in answering this question, and consider
what issues your campaign brings up – what is next to
campaign on? There will always be unanswered
questions in campaigning – much like good research,
good campaigns often throw up as many questions as
answers. This should tell you that you are on the right
track: curiosity is an essential element to any effective
campaign – there is always an alternative – imagine it
and make it happen.

Campaigns

Cycle

Evaluation Analysing

the issue

Developing

Strategy
Planning

Campaign

Delivery 

and
Monitoring

Progress
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